NIJOTECH ARTICLE PROCESSING FLOWCHART

This flow-chart is a guide to Authors on how articles moves from submission through the Editorial System to publication

Article is submitted to NIJOTECH via online editorial system or by e-mail

- Article is within scope of NIJOTECH?
  - Yes: Assign article number and send out for peer review (Notify Corresponding Author)
  - No: REJECT ARTICLE AND NOTIFY CORRESPONDING AUTHOR

Peer review is complete and score is less than 60 points

- Yes: Corresponding Author resubmits Revised Article within 2 months
  - Yes: REVISABLE AND SUBMIT (Decision communicated to Corresponding Author)
  - No: ARTICLE RECONSIDERED BY EDITOR, ACCEPTED, OPEN ACCESS PUBLICATION FEE DETERMINED. (Decision is communicated to the Corresponding Author)

Peer review is complete and score is between 60 and 69?

- Yes: MAJOR REVISIONS (Decision communicated to Corresponding Author)

Peer review is complete and score is between 70 and 79?

- Yes: ACCEPTABLE SUBJECT TO MINOR REVISIONS (Decision communicated to Corresponding Author)

Peer review is complete and score is between 80 and 89?

- Yes: Revised article resubmitted within 1 month?
  - Yes: ARTICLE IS TYPESET, GALLEY PROOF SENT TO CORRESPONDING AUTHOR WITH COPYRIGHT AND STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY FORMS.
  - No: ARTICLE WANTED FOR TWO MONTHS, ARCHIVED AND REMOVED FROM EDITORIAL QUEUE (Decision communicated to Corresponding Author)

Publication fee is paid?

- Yes: Galley Proofs and Forms Returned Promptly?
  - Yes: ARTICLE IS PROCESSED AND PUBLISHED ONLINE. ISSUE IS SENT TO PRESS AND WHEN PRINT ISSUE IS READY, COPIES ARE SENT VIA POST TO ALL LISTED AUTHORS, LIBRARIES AND SUBSCRIBERS
  - No: ARTICLE IS SUBMITTED TO NIJOTECH VIA ONLINE EDITORIAL SYSTEM OR BY E-MAIL